A novel duplex finding of superficial epigastric vein flow reversal to diagnose iliocaval occlusion.
Although duplex ultrasound (DUS) imaging is the current gold standard in the diagnosis of femoropopliteal deep venous thrombosis, it is not an optimal diagnostic modality to diagnose iliocaval occlusion. Screening for iliocaval occlusion thus remains a challenge for clinicians because of the lack of a reliable noninvasive technique. This challenge results in most patients undergoing computed tomography venography or magnetic resonance venography or invasive venography and intravascular ultrasound imaging. This study reports a novel, yet simple, reproducible and intuitive, surface DUS finding of physiologic flow reversal within the superficial epigastric vein (SEV) as a sign of proximal iliocaval occlusion (ICO). This was a retrospective study of 15 patients who were diagnosed with ICO based on the finding of SEV flow reversal on DUS imaging. Patient demographics, presenting CEAP C scores, ICO characteristics, correlation with advanced imaging, and short-term follow-up findings are reported. Physiologic reversal of the SEV resulted in confirmation of ICO in all patients who underwent advanced imaging, including computed tomography venography or traditional venogram along with intravascular ultrasound imaging. All patients who underwent follow-up DUS scans demonstrated normalization of the SEV flow after ICO recanalization. ICO can result in deep venous thrombosis, post-thrombotic syndrome, and chronic venous insufficiency. Physiologic flow reversal in SEV is diagnostic of ICO. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of this novel DUS finding.